
A Human Reaper 

Murder.  Sin created and carried out by the tainted of heart.  The messengers of this act 

we call, Murderers or Killers.  Informally people may call them “monsters” or “animals.” There 

is a term called Heat of Passion. According to the Legal Definition, that “defines heat of passion 

as (a) state of violent and uncontrollable rage engendered by a blow or some other provocation 

given, which will reduce a homicide from the grade of murder to that of manslaughter” (Court 

Of Appeals, web),  informally this was called “in hot blood” due to the fact that human body heat 

rises and blood flows faster when under emotional stress.  The opposing term is “in cold blood.” 

There is no legal term for in cold blood, yet there is a definition in the Cambridge Dictionary, 

staking that murder in cold blood is to “kill in a way that seems especially cruel because they 

[the killers] show no emotion” (Cambridge Dictionary, web). The idea of a “cold-blooded killer” 

is a truly terrifying thought since they would feel little to no remorse about taking a life. So one 

cannot help but wonder, what makes a killer? Well, Truman Capote surely depicts with great 

depth and complexity, the persona of a malicious killer in his psychological thriller novel In Cold 

Blood. 

Dick is one of the killers of the Clutters, yet he was so much more.  Perhaps killing a 

whole family would define someone as being a cold hearted killer, but one is not just a killer.  

There is always something beneath the shell.  Dick had a woman he loved, and a family he 

seemed to care about, “. . . .” (Capote  ).  On top of that he was afraid of the consequences of 

killing, surely not the traits of a man bent on living a life, reaping lives of others.  For him 

murder was a means to an end; moreover, a means to obtain wealth for his family.  This fact is 

seen when he expressed interest when hearing about the rumor of the valuable safe on the 



Clutters property while in prison. The money for his family and the 1
st
 love of his life motivated 

him to evolve a plan and his place in the murder event.  

Dick, possibly thought of as the mastermind, was, as many criminals are, influenced 

behind bars in prison. Originally starting from when he caught wind of the clutters safe from his 

Cellmate Floyd Wells, “…” (Capote  ), he pursued the matter with follow-up questions and 

devised a plan. 

 Perry was the other killer responsible for the deaths of the Clutter Family, but there was 

depth to his character as well. 

 Perry, the tortured and bloodthirsty sociopath, is who committed the murders. Perry’s 

character is not cliché per se, yet it is something somewhat predictable to a certain extent. 

 Dick and Perry are the example referenced by Truman Capote, about what takes to make 

a killer. 
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